velocity and in exact accordance with the theoretical results obtained from the sinogular solution of the equation, when direct motion changes to sinuous, i.e., when PU- 4. In the same paper I pointed out that the existence of this sudden change in the law of motion of fluids between solid surfaces when Up proved the dependence of the manner of motion of the fluid on a relation between the product of the dimensions of the pipe multiplied by the velocity of the fluid and the product of the molecular dimensions multiplied by the molecular velocities which determine the value of for the fluid, also that the equations of motion for viscous fluid contained evidence of this relation.
These experimental results completely removed the discrepancy previously noticed, showing that, whatever may be the cause, in those cases in which the experimental results do not accord with those obtained by the singular solution of the equations, the actual motions of the water are different. But in this there is only a partial explanation, for there remains the mechanical or physical significance of the existence of the criterion to be explained. 5. [My object in this paper is to show that the theoretical existence of an inferior limit to the criterion follows from the equations of motion as a consequence
(1) Of a more rigorous examination and definition of the geometrical basis on which the analytical method of distinguishing between molar-motiolns and heatmotions in the kinetic theory of matter is founded; and (2) Of the application of the same method of analysis, thus, definitely founded, to distinguish between mnean-molar-motions and relative-molar-motions where, as in the case of steady-mean-flow along a pipe, the more rigorous definition of the geometrical basis shows the method to be strictly applicable, and in other cases where it is approximately applicable.
The geometrical relation of the motions respectively indicated by the terms mean-molar-, or MEAN-MEAN-MOTION, and relative-molar or RELATIVE-MEAN-MOTION being essentially the same as the relation of the respective motions indicated by the terms molar-, or MEAN-MOTION, and relative-, or HEAT-MOTION, as used in the theory of gases. I also show that the limit to the criterion obtained by this method of analysis and by integrating the equations of motion in space, appears as a geom~etrical limlit to the possible simultaneous distribution of certain quantities in space, and in no wise depends on the physical significance of these quantities. Yet the physical significance of these quantities, as defined in the equations, becomes so clearly exposed as to indicate that further study of the equations would elucidate the properties of matter and mechanical principles involved, and so be the means of explaining what has hitherto been obscure in the connection between thermodynamics and the principles of mechanics. The geometrical basis of the method of analysis used in the kinetic theory of gases has hitherto consisted:
(1) Of the geometrical principle that the motion of any point of a mechanical system may, at any instant, be abstracted into the mean motion of the whole system at that instant, and the motion of the point relative to the mean-motion; and (2) Of the assumlption that the component, in any particular direction, of the velocity of a molecule may be abstracted into a mean-component-velocity (say tu) which is the mean-component velocity of all the molecules in the immediate neighbourhood, and a relative velocity (say g), which is the difference between ua and the! component-velocity of the inolecule ;*)@ it and f being so related that, M being the mass of the molecule, the integrals of (Me), and (Mug), &c., over all the molecules in the immediate neighbourhood are zero, and X [M (u -
+)2] = X [M (U1 + 0)j.t
The geometrical principle (1) has only been used to distinguish between the energy of the mean-motion of the molecule and the energy of its internal motions taken relatively to its mean motion; and so to eliminate the internal motions from all further geometrical considerations which rest on the assumption (2).
That this assumption (2) is purely geometrical, becomes at once obvious, when it is noticed that the argument relates solely to the distribution in space of certain quantities at a particular instant of time. And it appears that the questions as to whether the assumed distinctions are possible under any distributions, and, if so, under what distribution, are proper subjects for geometrical solution.
On putting aside the apparent obviousness of the assumption (2), and considering definitely what it implies, the necessity for further definition at once appears.
The mean component-velocity (ui) of all the molecules in the immediate neighbourhood of a point, say P, can only be the mean component-velocity of all the molecules in some space (S) enclosing P. u is then. the mean-component velocity of the mechanical system enclosed in S, and, for this system, is the, mean velocity at every point within S, and multiplied by the entire mass within S is the whole component momentum of the system. Butaccording to the assumption (2), nt Kith its derivatives are to be continuous functions of the position of P, which functions may vary fromn point to point even within S; so that u is not taken to represent the mean component-velocity of the system within S, but the mean-velocity at the point P. Although there seems to have been no specific statement to that effect, it is presumable that the space S has and relative-motion may be distinct. These conditions as to the distribution of 4, &c.
are, however, obviously satisfied in the case of heat motion, and do not present themselves otherwise in this paper.
From the definite geometrical basis thus obtained, and the definite expressions which follow for the condition of distribution of u, &c., under which the method of analysis is strictly applicable, it appears that this method may be rendered generally applicable to any system of motion by a slight adaptation of the meaning of the symbols, and that it does not necessitate the elimination of the internal motion of the molecules, as has been the custom in the theory of gases.
Taking U, v, wv to represent the motions (continuous or discontinuous) of the matter passing a point, and p to represent the density at the point, and putting ti, &c., for the mean-motion (instead of u as above), and u', &c., for the relative-motion (instead of e as before), the geometrical conditions as to the distribution of us, &c., to satisfy the conditions of mean-momentum and mean-energy are, substituting p for M, of precisely the samne form as before, and as thus expressed, the theorem is applicable to any mechanical system however abstract.
(1) In order to obtain the conditions of distribution of molar-motion, under which the condition of mean-momientum will be satisfied so that the energy of molar-motion may be separated from that of the heat-motion, i, &c., and p are taken as referring to the actual motion and density at a point in a molecule, and S, is taken of such dimensions as may correspond to the scale, or periods in space, of the molecular distances, then the conditions of distribution of u, under which the condition of meanmomentum is satisfied, become the conditions as to the distribution of molar-motion, under which it is possible to distinguish between the energies of molar-motions and heat-motions.
(2) And, when the conditions in (1) are satisfied to a sufficient degree of approximation by taking u to represent the molar-motion (it in (1)), and the dimensions of the space S to correspond with the period in space or scale of any possible periodic or eddying motion. The conditions as to the distribution of u7, &c. (the components of mean-mean-motion), which satisfy the condition of mean-momentum, show the conditions of mean-molar-motion, under which it is possible to separate the energy of mean-molar-motion from the energy of relative-molar-(or relative-mean-) motion Having thus placed the analytical method used in the kinetic theory on a definite geometrical basis, and adapted so as to render it applicable to all systems of motion, by applying it to the dynamical theory of viscous fluid, I have been able to show: Feb. 18, 1895.] (a) That the adoption of the conclusion arrived at by Sir GABRIEL STOKES, that the dissipation function represents the rate at which heat is produced, adds a definition to the meaning of u, v, w-the compT)onents of rmean or fluid velocity-which was previously wanting; (b) That as the result of this definition the equations are true, and are only true as applied to fluid in which the mean-motions of the matter, excluding the heatmotions, are steady; (c) That the evidence of the possible existence of such steady mean-motions, while at the same time the conversion of the energy of these mean-motions into heat is going on, proves the existence of some discriminative cause by which the periods in space and time of the mean-motion are prevented from approximating in magnitude to the corresponding periods of the heat-motions, and also proves the existence of some general action by which the energy of mean-motion is continually transformed into the energy of heat-motion without passing through any intermediate stage;
(d) That as applied to fluid in unsteady mean-motion (excluding the heat-motions), however steady the mean integral flow may be, the equations are approximately true in a degree which increases with the ratios of the magnitudes of the periods, in time and space, of the mean-motion to the magnitude of the corresponding periods of the heat-motions; (e) That if the discriminative cause and the action of transformation are the result of general properties of matter, and not of properties which affect only the ultimate motions, there must exist evidence of similar actions as between the mean-meanmotion, in directions of mean flow, and the periodic mean-motions taken relative to the mean-mean-motion but excluding heat-motions. And that such evidence must be of a general and important kind, such as the unexplained laws of the resistance of fluid motions, the law of the universal dissipation of energy and the second law of thermodynamics ; (f) That the generality of the effects of the properties on which the action of transformation depends is proved by the fact that resistance, other than proportional to the velocity, is caused by the relative (eddying) mean-motion.
(g) That the existence of the discriminative cause is directly proved by the existence of the criterion, the dependence of which on circumstances which limit the magnitudes of the periods of relative mean-motion, as compared with the heat-motion, also proves the generality of the effects of the properties on which it depends.
(h) That the proof of the generality of the effects of the properties on which the discriminative cause, and the action of transformation depend, shows that-if in the equations of m-otion the mean-mean-motion is distinguished from the relative-meanmotion in the same way as the mean-motion is distinguished from the heat-motions-(1) the equations must contain expressions for the transjbrnzation of the energy of mean-mean-motion to energy of relative-mean-motion; and (2) that the equations, when integrated over a complete system, must show that the possibility of relativemean-motion depends on the ratio of the possible magnitudes of the periods of relativemean-motion, as compared with the corresponding magnitude of the periods of thle heat-motions.
(i) That when the equations are transformed so as to distinguish between the mean-mean-motions, of infinite periods, and the relative-mean-motions of finite periods, there result two distinct systems of equations, one system for mean-mean-motion, as affected by relative-mean-motion and heat-motion, the other system for relative-meanmotion as affected by mean-mean-motion and heat-motions. (j) That the equation of energy of mean-mean-motion, as obtained from the first system, shows that the rate of increase of energy is diminished by conversion into heat, and by transformation of energy of mean-mean-motion in consequence of the relative-mean-motion, which transformation is expressed by a function identical in form with that which expresses the conversion into heat; and that the equation of energy of relative-mean-motion, obtained from the second system, shows that this energy is increased only by transformation of energy from mean-mean-motion expressed by the same function, and diminished only by the conversion of energy of relative-mean-motion into heat. (1) That this discriminating equation is independent of the energy of relative-meanmotion, and expresses a relation between variations of mean-mean-motion of the first order, the space periods of relative-mean-motion and 1,/p such that any circumstances which determine the maximum periods of the relative-mean-motion determine the conditions of mean-mean-motion under which relative mean-motion shill be maintained -determinie the criterion.
(On) That as applied to water in steady mean flow between parallel plane surfaces, the boundary conditions and the equation of continuity impose limits to the maximum space periods of relative-mean-motion such that the discriminating equation affords definite proof that when an indefinitely small sinuous or relative disturbance exists it must fade away if pDUm/p1 is less than a certain number, which depends on the shape of the section of the boundaries, and is constant as long as there is geometrical similarity. While for greater values of this function, in so far as the discriminating equation shows, the energy of sinuous motion may increase until it reaches to a definite limit, and rules the resistance.
(n) That besides thus affording a mechanical explanation of the existence of the criterion K, the discriminating equation shows the purely geometrical circumstances on which the value of K depends, and although these circumstances miust satisfy geometrical conditions required for steady mnean-motionl other than those imposed by the conservations of mean energy and momentum, the theory admits of the determination of an inferior limit to the value of K under any definite boundary conditions, which, as determined for the particular case, is 517. This is below the experimental value for round pipes, and is about half what might be expected to be the experimental value for a flat pipe, which leaves a margin to meet the other kinematical conditions for steady mean-m-lean-motion.
(o) That the discriminating equation also affords a definite expression for the resistance, which proves that, with smooth fixed boundaries, the conditions of dynamical similarity under any geometrical similar circumstances depend only on the value of P (1P bs P0,, dx where b is one of the lateral dimensions of the pipe ; and that the expression for this resistance is complex, but shows that above the critical velocity the relative-meanmotion is limited, and that the resistances increase as a power of the velocity higher than the first. The first term on the right expresses the rate at which work is being done by the surrounding fluid per unit of volume at a point.
The second term on the right therefore, by the law of conservation of energy, expresses the difference between the rate of increase of kinetic energy and the rate at which work is being done by the stresses, This difference has, so far as I am aware, in the absence of other forces, or any changes of potential energy, been equated to the rate at which heat is being converted into energy of motion, Sir GABRIEL STOKES having first indicated this * as resulting from the law of conservation of energy thene just established by JOULE. 7. This conclusion, that the second term on the right of (3) expresses the rate at which heat is being converted, as it is usually accepted, may be correct enough, but there is a consequence of adopting this conclusion which enters largely into the method of reasoning in this paper, but which, so far as I know, has not previously received any definite notice.
The Component Velocities in the Equations of Viscous Fluids.
In no case, that I am aware of, has any very strict definition of u, v, w, as they occur in the equations of motion, been attempted. They are usually defined as the velocities of a particle at a point (x, y, z) of the fluid, which may mean that they are the actual component velocities of the point in the matter passing at the instant, or that they are the mean velocities of all the matter in some space enclosing the point, or which passes the point in an interval of time. If the first view is taken, then the right hand member of the equation represents the rate of increase of kinetic energy, per unit of volume, in the matter at the point; and the integral of this expression over any finite space S, moving with the fluid, represents the total rate of increase of kinetic energy, including heat-motion, within that space; hence the difference between the rate at which work is done on the surface of S, and the rate at which kinetic energy is increasing can, by the law of conservation of energy, only represent the rate at which that part of the heat which does not consist in kinetic energy of matter is being produced, whence it follows:-(a) That the adoption of the conclusion that the second term in equation (3) (3) expresses the rate at which heat is being converted into energy of meanmotion, either pu, pv, pw express the mean components of momentum of the matter, taken at any instant over a space So enclosing the point x, y, z, to which u, v, wv refer, so that this point is the centre of gravity of the matter within S. and such that p represents the mean density of the matter within this space; or pu, pv, pw represent the mean components of momentum taken at x, y, z over an interval of time r, such that p is the mean density over the time r, and if t marks the instant to which u, V, w refer, and t' any other instant, V-[ (t -t) p], in which p is the actual density, taken over the interval -r is zero. The equations, however, require, that so obtained, where u' is the motion of the matter, relative to axes moving with the mean velocity, at the centre of gravity of the matter within S. Since a space S of definite size and shape may be taken about any point x, y, z in an indefinitely larger space, so that w, ?y, z is the centre of gravity of the matter within S, the motion in the larger space may be divided into two distinct systems of motion, of which i4 t 6 represent a mean-motion at each point and in', v', w' a motion at the same point relative to the mean -motion at the point.
If, however, Un, v, w a-re to represent thee real mean-motioni, it is necessary that X (pv'), : (pv'), X (p&') summed over the space 5, taken about any point, shall be severally zero; and in order that this may be so, certain conditions must be fulfilled. Since frequent reference must be made to these relative values, and, as in periodic motion, the relative values of such terms are measured by the period (in space or time) as compared with a, b, e and r, which are, in a sense, the periods of u', v', w', I shall use the term period in this sense, taking note of the fact that when the mean-motion is constant in the direction of motion, or varies uniformly in respect of time, it is not periodic, i.e., its periods are infinite.
9. It is thus seen that the closeness of the approximation with which the motion of any system can be expressed as a varying mean-motion together with a relativemotion, which, when integrated over a space of which the dimensions are a, b, c, has no momentum, increases as the magnitude of the periods of u, v, t in comparison with the periods of u', v', w', and is measured by the ratio of the relative orders of magnitudes to which these periods belong.
Heat-motions in Alatter are Approximately Relative to the Mean-motions.
The general experience that heat in no way affects the momentum of matter, shows that the heat-motions are relative to the mean-motions of matter taken over sp~aces of sensible size. But, as heat is by no means the only state of relative-motion of matter, if the heat-motions are relative to all mean-motions of matter, whatsoever their periods may be, it follows-that there must be some discriminative cause which prevents the existence of relative-motions of matter other than heat, except mean-motions with periods in time and space of greatly higher orders of magnitude than the corresponding periods of the heat-motions-otherwise, by equations (8A), (8B), heat-motions could not be to a high degree of approximation relative to all other motions, and we could not have to a high degree of approximation, where the expression on the right stands for the rate at which heat is converted into energy of mean-motion.
Transformation of Energy of Relative-mean-motion to Energy of Heat-motion.
10. The recognition of the existence of a discriminative cause, which prevents the existence of relative-mean-motions with periods of the same order of magnitude as heat-motions, proves the existence of another general action by which the energy of relative-mean-motion, of which the periods are of another and higher order of magnitude than those of the heat-motions, is transformed to energy of heat-motion.
For if relative-mean-motions cannot exist with periods approximating to those of heat, the conversion of energy of mean-motion into energy of heat, proved by JOULE, cannot proceed by the gradual degradation of the periods of mean-motion until these periods coincide with those of heat, but must, its final stages, at all events, be the result of some action which causes the energy of relative-mean-motion to be transformed into the energy of heat-motions without intermediate existence in states of relative-motion with intermediate and gradually dirninishing periods.
That such change of energy of mean-,motion to energy of heat may be properly called transformation becomes apparent when it is remembered that neither meanmotion nor relative-motion have any separate existence, but are only abstract quantities, determined by the particular process of abstraction, and so changes in the actual-motion may, by the process of abstraction, cause transformation of the abstract energy of the one abstract-motion, to abstract energy of the other abstractmotion.
All such transformation must depend on the changes in the actual-motions, and so mlist depend on mechanical principles and the properties of matter, and hence the direct passage of energy of relative-mean-motion to energy of heat-miotions is evidence of a general cause of the condition of actual-motion which results in transformationwhich may be called the cause of transformation.
The Discrimilcnative Cause, and the Cause of Transformation.
11. The only known characteristic of heat-motions, besides that of being relative to the mean-motion, already mentioned, is that the motions of matter which result from heat are an ultimate form of motion which does not alter so long as the meanmotion is uniform over the space, and so long as no change of state occurs in the matter. In respect of this characteristic, heat-motions are, so far as we know, unique, and it would appear that heat-motions are distinguished from the meanmotions by some ultimate properties of matter, It does not, however, follow that the cause of transformation, or even the discriminative cause, are determined by these properties. Whether this is so or not can only be ascertained by experience. If either or both these causes depend solely on properties of matter which only affect the heat-motions, then no similar effect would result as between the variations of muean-mean-motion and relative-mec-nmotion, whatever might be the difference in magnitude of their respective periods. Whereas, if these causes depend on properties of matter which affect all modes of motion, distinctions in periods must exist between mean-mean-motion and relativemean-motion, and transformation of energy take place from one to the other, as between the mean-motion and the heat-motions.
The mean-mean-motion cannot, however, under any circumstances stand to the relative-mean-motion in the same relation as the mean-motion stands to the heatmotions, because the heat-motions cannot be absent, and in addition to any transformation from mean-mnean-motion to relative-mean-motion, there are transformations both from mean-and relative-mean-motion to heat-motions, which transformation may have important effects on both the transformation of energy from mean-to relative-mean-motion, and on the discriminative cause of distinction in their periods.
In spite of the confusing effect of the ever present heat-motions, it would, however, seem that evidence as to the character of the properties on which the cause of transformation and the discriminative cause depend should be forthcoming as the result of observing the mean-and relative-mean-motions of matter, 12. To prove by experimental evidence that the effects of these properties of matter are confined to the heat-motions, would be to prove a negative; but if these properties are in any degree common to all modes of matter, then at first sight it must seem in the highest degree improbable that the effects of these causes on the mean-and relative-mean-motions would be obscure, anrd only to be observed by delicate tests. For properties which canl causes di. tincetions between the mnean-and heat-motions of matter so fundamental and general, that from the time these motions were first recognized the distinction has been accepted as part of the order of nature, and has been so familiar to us that its cause has excited no curiosity, cannot, if they have any effect. at all, but cause effects which are general and important on the mean-motions of matter. It would thus seem that evidence of the general effects of such properties should be sought in those laws and phenomena known to us as the result of experience, but of which no rational explanation has hitherto been found; such as the law that the resistance of fluids moving between solid surfaces and of solids moving through fluids, in such a manner that the general-motion is not periodic, is as the square of' the velocities, the evidence covered by the law of the universal tendency of all energy to dissipation and the second law of thermodynamics.
13. In considering the first of the instances mentioned, it will be seen that the evidence it affords as to the general effect of the properties, on which depends transformniation of energy from mean-to relative-motion, is very direct. For, since my experiments with colour bands have shown that when the resistance of fluids, in steady mean flow, varies with a power of the velocity higher than the first the fluid is always in, a state of sinuous motion, it appears that the prevalence of such resistance is evidence of the existence of a general action by which energy of mean-mean-motion with infinite periods is directly transformed to the energy of relative-inean-motion, with finite periods, represented by the eddying motion, which renders the general mean-motion sinuous, by which transformation the state of eddying-motion is maintained, notwithstanding the continual transformation of its energy into heat-motions.
We have thus direct evidence that properties of matter which determine the cause of transformation, produce general and important effects which are not confined to the heat-motions.
In the same way, the experimental demonstration I was able to obtain, that. relative-mean-motion in the form of eddies of finite periods, both as shown by colour bands and as shown by the law of resistances, cannot be maintained except under circumstances depending on the conditions which determine the superior limits to the velocity of the mean-mean-motion, of infinite periods, and the periods of the relativemean-motion, as defined in the criterion DU,,/ = K, is not only a direct experimental proof of the existence of a discriminative cause which prevents the maintenance of periodic mean-motion except with periods greatly in excess of the periods of the heat-motions, but also indicates that the discriminative cause depends on properties of matter which affect the mean-motions as well as the beat- lIt may be noticed that the rate of change in the energy of mnean-mean-motion, together with the mean rate of changee in the energy of relative-mean-motion, moust be the total mean-rate of ch'ange in the energy of mnean-motion, and that by adding the equations (17) and (19) the result is the same as is obtained from the equation (3) Of energy of mean-motion by omitting all terms which have no mean value as summed over the space S1.
The Expressions froim Tra', sformnation of Energy fromn Mean-mectn-rnotiort to Relalt vn
xn~~~~~~ean-mnotion.
When equations (17) and (19) are added together, the only expressions that do not appear in the equation of mean energy of mean-mzotion are the last terms on the right of each of the equa~tions, which are identical in form and opposite in sign.
These terms which thus repiesent no change in the total energy of mean-motion ca n only represent a transformation froma energy of mean-mean-motion to energy of relative-mtnean-motion. Andl as they are the only expressions which do not form part of the general expression for the rate of change of the mean energy of mean-motion they represent the total exchange of energy between the mean-mean-motion and the relative-meean-motion . tIht is also seen that the action, of which these terms express the effect, is purely kinematical, depending simply on the instantaneous characters of the mean-and relative-mean-motion, whatever may be the properties of the matter involved, or the mechanical actions which have taken part in determining these characters. The terms, therefore, express the entire result of transformation from energy of meanmean-motion to energy of relative-mean-motion, and of nothing but the transformation. Their existence thus completely verifies the first of the general conclusions in Art. 14.
The term last but one in the right member of the equation (17) for energy of mean-mean-motion expresses the rate of transformation of energy of heat-motions to that of energy of mean-mean-motion, and is entirely independent of the relativemean-motion.
In the same way, the term last but one on the right of the equation (19) fori energy of relative-mean-motion expresses the rate of transformation fromin energy of heat-motions to energy of relative-mean-motion, and is quite independent of the mean-mean-motion.
In both equations (17) and (19) the first terms on the right express the rates at which the respective energy of mean-and relative-mean-motion are increasing on account of work done by the stresses on the mean-and relative-motion respectively, and by the additions of momentum caused by convections of relativemean-motion by relative-mean-motion to the mean-and relative-mean-motions respectively.
It may also be noticed that while the first term on the right in the equation (19) of energy of relative-mean-motion is independent of mean-mean-motion, the corresponding term in equation (17) for mean-mean-motion is not independent of relativemean-notion.t-
A Discriminating Equation.
18. In integrating the equations over a space moving with the mean-mean-motion of the fluid the first terms on the right may be expressed as surface integrals, which integrals respectively express the rates at which work is being done on, and energy is being received across, the surface by the mean-mean-motion, and by the relativemnean-motion.
If the space over which the integration extends includes the whole system, or such part that the total energy conveyed across the surface by the relative-mean-motion is zero, then the rate of change in the total energy of relative-mean-motion within the space is the difference of the integral, over the space, of the rate of increase of this energy by transformation from energy of mean-mean-motion, less the integral rate at which energy of relative-mean-motion is being converted into heat, or integrating equation (19) And since the second term expressing the rate of conversion of heat into energy of relative-mean-motion is always negative, it is seen at once that, whatsoever may be, the distribution and angular distribution of the relative-mean-motion aTnd the variations of the mean-mean-motion, this equation must give an inferioi limit for the rates of variation of the components of mnean-mean-motion, in terms of the limits to the periods of relative-mean-motion, and jx/p, within which the maintenance of relativemean-motion is impossible. And that, so long as the limits to the periods of relativemean-motion are not infinite, this inferior limit to the rates of variation of the meanmlean-mYotion wtill be greater thlan zero.
Thus the second conclusion of Art. 14, and the whole of the previous argument is verified, and the properties of matter which prevent the maintenance of mean-motion with periods of the same order of magnitude as those of the heat-motion are shown to be amongst those properties of matter which are included in the equations of motion of which the truth has been verified by experience.
lThe Cause of Trcnsformnation.
21. The transformation function, which appears in the equations of mean-energy of mean-and relative-mean-motion, does not indicate the cause of transformation, but only expresses a kinematical principle as to the effect of the variations of mean-meanmotion, and the distribution of relative-mean-motion. In order to determine the properties of matter and the mechanical principles on which the effect of the variations of the mean-mean-motion on the distribution and angular distribution of relative-meanmotion depends, it is necessary to go back to the equations (16) of relative-momentum at a point; and even then the cause is only to be found by considering the effects of the actions which these equations express in detail. The determination of this cause, though it in no way affects the proofs of the existence of the criterion as deduced from the, equations, may be the means of explaining what has been hitherto obscure in the connection between thermodynamics and the principles of mechanics. That such may be the case, is suggested by the recognition of the separate equations of mean-and relative-mean-motion of mnatter.
The Equation of Energy of RJelative-mean-motion and the Equation of
Thermodynamics.
22. On consideration, it will at once be seen that there is more than an accidental correspondence between the equations of energy of mean-and relative-rmean-motion respectively and the respective equations of energy of mean-motion and of heat in thermodynamics.
If instead of including only the effects of the heat-motion on the mean-momentum as expressed by p2, &c., the effects of relative-mean-motion are also included by putting pXX for 77.> + -p , &c., and P., for pv7, + pivU, &c., in equations ( (25) dX (it dx in which the right member expresses the rate at which heat is converted into energy of mean-mean-motion, together with the rate at which energy of relative-mean-motion is transformed into energy of mean-mean-motion ; chile equation (19) shows whence the transformaed energy is derived. The similarity of the parts taken by the transformation of mean-mean-motion into relative-mean-rnotion, and the conversion of mean-motion into heat, indicates that these parts are identical in form; or that the conversion of mean-motion into heat is the result of transformation, and is expressible by a transformation function similar in form to that for relative-mean-motion, but in which the components of relative motion are the components of the heat-motions and the density is the actual density at each point. Whence it would appear that the general equations, of which equations (19) and (16) are respectively the adaptations to the special condition of uniform density, miust, by indicating the properties of matter involved, afford mechanical explanations of the law of universal dissipation of energy and of the second law of thermodynamics.
The proof of the existence of a criterion as obtained from the equations is quite independent of the properties and mechanical principles on which the effect of the variations of mean-mean-motion on the distribution of relative mean-motion depends. And as the study of these properties and principles requires the inclusion of conditions which are not included in the equations of mean-motion of incompressible fluid, it does not come within the purpose of this paper. It is therefore reserved for separate investigation by a more general method.
The Criterion of Steady Mean-motion. is a condition under which relative-mean-motion cannot be, maintained in a fluid of which the mnean-mean-rmotion is constant in the direction of mean-mean-motion, and subject to a uniform variation at right angles to the direction of mean-mean-motion. It is not the actual limit, to obtain which it would be necessary to determine the actual forms of the periodic function for u', v', w', which would satisfy the equations of motion (15), (16), as well as the equation of continuity (13), and to do this the functions would be of the form LA* cos {i (nt + (7 x where r has the values 1, 2, 3, &c. It may be shown, however, that the retention of the terms in the periodic series in which r is greater than unity would increase the numerical value of the limit. 24. It thus appears that the existence of the condition (26) within which no relative-mean-motion, completely periodic in the distance a, can be maintained, is a proof of the existence, for the same variation of mean-mean-motion, of an actual limit of which the numerical value is between 700 and infinity.
As already pointed out
In viscous fluids, experience shows that the further kinematical conditions imposed by the equations of motion do not prevent such relative-mean-motion. Hence for such fluids equation (26) proves the actual limit, which discriminates between the possibility and impossibility of relative-mean-mnotion completely periodic in a space a, is greater than 700.
Putting equation ( 
or putting. Such a restriction is perfectly arbitrary, and having regard to the kinematical restrictions, over and above those contained in the discriminating equation, would entirely change the character of the problem. But as no account of these extra kinematical restrictions is taken in determining the limit to the criterion, and as it appears from trial that the value found for this limit is essentially the same, whether the relative-mean-motion is general or cylindrical, I only give here the considerably simpler analyses for the cylindrical, motion. 
The Functions of Transformation of Energy and Conversion to

57).
In a similar manner, substituting for t' v', integrating, and omitting terms which vanish on integration, the rate of transformation of energy from mean-mean-motion, as expressed by the left member in the discriminating equation (43) 36. As functions of y the variations of o,, a are subject to the restrictions imposed by the boundary conditions, and in consequence their periodic distances are subject to superior limits determined by 2b0, the distance between the fixed surfaces.
In direction x, however, there is no such direct connection between the value of bo and the limits to the periodic distance, as expressed by 27/nI. Such limits necessarily exist, and are related to the limits of a,, and (oi in consequence of the kinemetical conditions necessary to satisfy the equations of motion for steady mean-meanmotion; these relations, however, cannot be exactly determined without obtaining a general solution of the equations.
But from the form of the discriminating equation (43) it appears that no such exact determination is necessary in order to prove the inferior limit to the criterion.
The boundaries impose the same limits on a,,, na whatever may be the value of nl so that if the values of a,,, 3,, be determined so that the value of 2p b U111 I 0 is a minimum for every value of nl, the value of ri, which renders this minimnum a minimrumminimum may then be determined, and so a limit found to which the value of the complete expression approaches, as the series in both numerator and denominator 37. This value must be less than that of the criterion for similar circumstances. How much less it is impossible to determine theoretically without effecting a general solution of the equations; and, as far as I am aware, no experiments have been made in a flat tube. Nor can the experimental value 1900, which I obtained for the round tube, be taken as indicative of the value for a flat tube, except that, both theoretically and practically, the critical value of Uff is found to vary inversely as the hydraulic mean depth, which would indicate that, as the hydraulic mean depth in a flat tube is double that for a round tube, the criterion would be half the value, in which case the limit found for K1 would be about 061 K. This is sufficient to show that the absolute theoretical limit found is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental
